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Parlaying Value
Capital in and Beyond Virtual Worlds
Thomas Malaby
University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee
Recent scholarship has made it clear that people within synthetic worlds (otherwise
known as virtual worlds or MMORPGs) produce commodities and currencies with mar-
ket value, whereas other work has established the increasing importance of social net-
works within and between worlds and across the boundary that appears to separate them
from the rest of users’ lives. To tie these two threads together and account for the use of
these environments for the development of expertise and credentials, the author proposes
adding a third form, cultural capital, to the mix and outlines a model for understanding
capital in all its manifestations: material, social, and cultural. This model will make it
possible to explore how actors within synthetic worlds transform, or parlay, these forms
from one into the other and how these forms are used across all the domains wherein
users act, blurring any qualitative distinction between virtual and real worlds.
Keywords: social capital; cultural capital; virtual worlds; MMORPGs
Card Carrying Culture
In February of 2005 an individual by the name of Kermitt Quirk signed a contract
licensing the use of a very popular game that he had made, called Tringo, to a com-
pany interested in distributing the game worldwide. He designed, scripted, built, and
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initially distributed the game in Second Life, an online synthetic world (these are
often called virtual worlds, but see the following) where residents have access to the
tools to create their own content, including 3-D modeling, scripting (programming),
and texture mapping, and where they furthermore own the intellectual property
rights to whatever they create. Tringo had already become all the rage in Second Life
in late 2004, with residents flocking to Tringo locations to play and socialize, and
Quirk turned this popularity into a significant monetary gain.
A remarkable cultural artifact speaks to this phenomenon: a trading card. The
cards, a product of Linden Lab’s marketing team, are distributed at a variety of events
where Linden Lab has a presence, including academic conferences, trade shows, and
the like. Linden Lab aspires to leverage the power of trading cards—which ideally
travel through social networks—to generate interest in Second Life and ultimately
more users. Kermitt Quirk’s Tringo is the first card in the Games series and features
a screenshot of a game of Tringo (taken within Second Life) on its front, along with
the Second Life logo (see Figure 1). On the back is the following information (the first
paragraph is highlighted in a box; I have preserved as much of the original formatting
as possible here):
Figure 1
The Tringo Trading Card (Front and Back)
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GAMES SERIES 1
Tringo
WHAT IS TRINGO?
A simple multiplayer game with elements of Bingo and a fast-action jigsaw
arcade game, Tringo consists of a display board, to track scores and pieces
in play, and game cards, for the individual players. After players place their
bets in a winner-take-all pot, they compete with each other to fit their pieces
together onto their cards.
Creator: KERMIT [sic] QUIRK
Second Life Resident since: 9/4/2004
First Life Occupation: SYSTEMS ANALYST/PROGRAMMER
Second Life Occupation: GAME DEVELOPER
Business: TRINGO AND KRYTTERZ (COMING JULY '05)
store [sic] Location: KERMITT’S KORNER, JARAWARA (141, 123)
Estimated in-world net worth: L$1.6 MILLION (CURRENT US$ MARKET VALUE:
$64000)
BUSINESS MILESTONE:
Selling Tringo’s non-Second Life rights to Donnerwood Media for five figures.
(Wall Street Journal, March 3, 2005) “I always intended to sell Tringo, but
I never expected it would sell so well. The whole thing kinda snuck up on me.”
TRANSFORMING TRINGO INTO A BUSINESS:
At the beginning I held a few Beta test events and that started getting people
interested. Sales so far have simply been by word of mouth, all sold from a
single vendor on my land. Eventually I’ll spread out a few more vendors
and I have plans for a bit of advertising too.
This is a dense cultural document filled with carefully written texts that aspire to
teach the reader about many things. I will return to an extended discussion of the
card at the conclusion of this article, but it is enough to note for the moment that it
seeks to connect things of value (e.g., income/net worth, connections, occupation)
across two different domains of human action: Second Life and “First Life” (a resident’s
existence beyond Second Life, in most cases taken to mean “real life,” outside of online
worlds altogether). Also, as a trading card, this object constitutes in itself an artifact that
aspires to be valued, and this value furthermore depends on its potential for circulation
in social networks or material reward through auction. 
We can read this object, and others like it, as cultural artifacts that aspire (here,
from the point of view of Linden Lab’s marketing team) to teach us about Second
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Life, and as such they reveal an economy in a broader sense—how status, expertise,
and the market are all interrelated in Second Life. What is more, they point to how
these things of value circulate not just within a particular environment or domain like
Second Life but also beyond it, to other arenas of human experience. In what follows,
I weave together existing threads of thought about value and practice in these worlds
and beyond them to articulate more precisely a framework until now only casually
applied, one that should enable us to make sense not only of objects like this trading
card but indeed of the social practices it documents, the parlaying of value within
and across the wide domains of human action, including synthetic worlds.
Capital Ideas
Some of the largest and most viable online communities to date are the persistent,
open-ended, graphically intensive, and three-dimensional online environments known
variously as MMOGs (massively multiplayer online games), MMORPGs (massively
multiplayer online role-playing games), and virtual worlds. The accepted term for these
environments is still very much in flux, with virtual worlds currently enjoying some
precedence. Calling these environments worlds has its advantages, as the word best cap-
tures the open-ended and broad nature of these arenas, pointing to the ever-increasing
possibilities for action within them. When referring to them as a distinct set, I choose to
follow Castronova (2005) and use the term synthetic worlds for two reasons. First, this
highlights how these worlds are the product of human action—that is, they are built.
Second, the term virtual, although having the advantage (through its associated uses, i.e.,
virtual reality) of quickly conveying an image of what these worlds entail in the popular
imagination, nonetheless founders on the very distinction that animates it: the real and
the virtual. It is partly with an aim toward jettisoning the qualitative break implied by
this pair of terms that I opt for synthetic worlds when referring to them as a group. 
More broadly however, this article seeks to demonstrate that even this kind of
labeling runs the risk of continuing the conceptual habit of exceptionalism (often
referred to as the “magic circle” issue, following Huizinga, 1971). Instead, I blur the
distinction between these spaces and others where people act by more generally
using the term domain. A domain is a semibounded arena for action where certain
conventional expectations apply and certain resources may be available. Thus, the
domain of legal practice includes the conventions and expectations that apply to
people acting within it along with other aspects that similarly act both to constrain
and enable, including the legal/procedural (that is, in the institutional sense); increas-
ingly, the technical and technological (e.g., new avenues available for action includ-
ing electronic filing, formatting, etc.); and others. Similarly, synthetic worlds are
domains that present for their users an increasingly varied and complex set of affor-
dances, including technical and architectural constraints, market forces, regularly
applied national and other law, and social conventions. Domains are not set apart
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from everyday life—their separability from each other is practical, not fundamental.
As Julian Dibbell (1998) put it most poignantly,
Socio-political reality is not that different, finally, from the virtual kind, and . . .
a human being never inhabits a physical landscape without also inhabiting its ghostly
abstract counterpart—the geography of language, law, and fantasy we overlay, collec-
tively, on everything we look at. (p. 74)
Synthetic worlds are remarkable precisely because they both appear to generate phe-
nomena that are sui generis, but at the same time they increasingly demonstrate how
futile it is to see them as essentially set apart. 
By the best available estimates, approximately 8 million people worldwide
participate in them regularly (Woodcock, 2005). These domains, many of them games
(that is, they have foundational and measurable game objectives), have become rich and
immersive enough to be arenas where their participants pursue social ties, romance, pro-
fessional interests, and commerce. Although it has been a challenge at times to estab-
lish to both the wider public and the academic community that these environments
are anything more than playgrounds for the connected, the work of Edward Castronova
(2001, 2003, 2005) has made it undeniable that these worlds are generating “real” value. 
His work and that of F. Gregory Lastowka and Daniel Hunter (2003) have shown
not only that the economies within these worlds demonstrate, like all markets, the
emergence of basic laws of supply and demand for desirable “virtual” goods (i.e.,
items, in-world currencies, and characters) but also that these goods are desirable
enough that they appear for sale on auction sites (e.g., eBay or IGE) where they can
be purchased with the U.S. dollar and other conventional national currencies. In fact,
the stability of these economies (in the relatively short time frame available for us to
observe) suggests that they are beginning to operate more like national economies
themselves. The material economies of synthetic worlds are not only real then, they
are large and growing larger; their existence as a site for the generation of market
capital is becoming not just true but commonplace.
But this form of capital is not the only resource produced in synthetic worlds.
Through their actions within them, people also cultivate new and existing social net-
works, as they do in other kinds of online communities (i.e., those that are forum based
or even newer kinds of communities, e.g., myspace.com and facebook.com). To under-
stand the significance of this, several researchers on online communities have turned
to the concept of social capital, some following in particular the work of Robert
Putnam (1995, 2000; Preece, 2002; Scott & Johnson, 2005). But Putnam’s account of
social capital treats it not like market capital as a resource for individuals but instead
as an index for diagnosing the collective civic health of a society, and this treatment
inhibits further examination of how social capital and market capital might be interre-
lated. Whereas a shift in analysis to the level of collective goods may be a powerful move
for the generation of public policy recommendations—where social capital for a society
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as a whole seeks to stand on a par with, for example, gross national product—it cannot
simultaneously serve to illuminate the emergent social action of individuals and new
groups that draw on obligations through their social networks as a resource just as they
do their material resources. This more fruitful approach has been employed in the con-
text of synthetic worlds by T. L. Taylor, Dmitri Williams, and others (Jakobsson &
Taylor, 2003; Steinkuehler & Williams, 2005; Taylor, 2003; Taylor & Kolko, 2003;
Williams, in press), and this work provides a foundation for recognizing the ways in
which social capital online not only is a resource for social action but also one that can
be leveraged to cultivate market capital and vice versa. 
As may already be obvious, by capital, I mean specifically a resource for action. In
this sense, capital is always potential, something that is enacted only in the act of apply-
ing, invoking, using, or spending. Adding cultural capital to the conversation about the
resources for action in synthetic worlds fills out the picture, allowing scholars to recog-
nize the range of resources that actors have available to them. Work such as Castronova’s
and Taylor’s not only establishes that these forms of value are created in synthetic
worlds, it also begins to suggest that they may be converted one into the other and trans-
ferred across domains. It also prompts us to go further to identify other resources avail-
able to actors in synthetic worlds. Following Bourdieu (1986), I propose that we
acknowledge a third form of capital as generated in synthetic worlds: cultural capital.
Cultural capital is the resource that participants develop and acquire in the form
of competencies and credentials and that they also invest in valued cultural objects,
or artifacts.1 All three of these terms are already casually present in discourse among
and between synthetic world scholars, developers, and others interested in them
(see e.g., the collaborative blog Terra Nova, http://terranova.blogs.com), but these
discussions lack both specificity and a sustained effort to see how these forms are
related one to the other. As these worlds become the site of more and more human
activity, it is paramount that we articulate a more precise framework for understand-
ing these forms as well as their use, transfer, and conversion. This will enable us both
to advance the discussion of social action across all human domains and to create a
common language for future empirical research.
In what follows, I outline and discuss these three forms of capital in their specific
application for synthetic worlds. Two caveats are necessary before proceeding. First,
this is a conceptually rather than empirically driven article, and as such, the examples I
point to are illustrative rather than definitive or comprehensive. Readers with anything
more than a passing interest in synthetic worlds and research about them will be famil-
iar with the many fascinating but heretofore disparately treated examples of what social
action in synthetic worlds makes possible. Other readers are directed to the scholarship
already mentioned as a starting point. Second, and to avoid misunderstandings, I note
that although I draw my illustrative examples primarily from Second Life, a synthetic
world with which I am most familiar, I hold that this framework applies to all domains
of human action, including all kinds of synthetic worlds, such as MMORPGs, that is,
those with foundational game objectives in the form of an explicit advancement ladder
(leveling). In short, this is because all of these persistent worlds generate, through the
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application of human effort over time and through the development of shared meanings,
things (broadly defined) that are of value for their participants.2
Beyond establishing a common language for recognition and analysis of the effects
of human action in synthetic worlds, I am pushing simultaneously against the dis-
tinction between them and the other places where people act and intend that the
following framework, although outlining some of the specific concerns in applying
this model to synthetic worlds, ultimately demonstrates that they are not fundamen-
tally different after all. Instead, it is only a reorientation in our thinking about them
and their possibilities that must take place. Of course, the synthetic nature of these
domains also generates new empirical questions about how the effects of human
action play out within them, particularly under conditions (deeply architected envi-
ronments) where other people can exert control in extensive though not boundless
ways (see Malaby, 2005). This means that particular worlds (Second Life, World of
Warcraft) have particular and important differences in how forms of capital generate
and circulate, but this framework is offered in part precisely to encourage mutually
coherent work that explores these differences.
The Forms of Capital in Synthetic Worlds
Pierre Bourdieu’s (1986) account of the “economy of practices” forms the basis
for the following framework, and this account itself owes much to what Sherry
Ortner (1984) called “practice theory,” the broadly shared approach to understanding
social reproduction and change pioneered by Michel de Certeau (1980/1984), Anthony
Giddens (1984), Marshall Sahlins (1976), and Pierre Bourdieu (1972/1977). To set the
stage for what follows then, I here too briefly summarize the main contours of this
school of thought. The common thread is the emphasis on social action, that culturally
shaped practices rather than transcendent structuralist accounts of any sort (i.e., histor-
ical materialism or Freudian psychoanalysis) together constitute human experience (in
this respect they resemble the pragmatist philosophers, including William James, C. S.
Peirce, John Dewey, and Oliver Wendell Holmes). The practice theorists sought to solve
the problem of structure versus agency in accounting for social change by pointing to
how macro-level patterns are the result of local-level actions, themselves shaped by the
inculcated expectations of culture. This is a dynamic model that sees the complexity and
contingency of everyday experience as the site for primarily the reproduction of social
forms but always with the potential for both incremental and radical change.
For Bourdieu (1986), human practice over time accumulates in different forms,
whether in the congealed labor of commodities, the lasting obligations of social
networks, or the established cultural practices of taste. All of these forms of capital are
then the product of human effort over time. To put it another way, human capital is
the first resource for people, and with its application over time it generates material,
social, and cultural capital.3 Importantly, this model is therefore in constant danger
of the following misreading: that accumulated labor here is in some way equivalent
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to labor in its more familiar sense—that is, labor as (only) that which produces
market capital. Such a misreading misses how the accumulation of human effort over
time also includes acts of interpretation and exchange. 
The construction of meaning by those who share experiences not only and obvi-
ously involves effort but also becomes over time somewhat durable, such that cul-
tural competency, the command of one or more of such sets of meanings, can be
passed on through learning. It is also portable in the sense that new situations
are always unique, with the potential for the application of cultural competency in
new ways. In fact, I believe that it is precisely the durability and open-endedness
(contingency) of synthetic worlds that makes them fertile ground for these accumu-
lated effects and that accounts for their rise as viable domains in the sense here
described, although a full treatment of this argument is beyond this article’s scope.
Thus, the economy of material exchange is but one dimension of human exchange
more broadly, and these acts of exchange are, again, only constituted through human
effort. Reciprocity, the moral relationship created through the mutual exchange of
gifts and acts, is the means by which social capital is generated, and this is all but
invisible to a strictly market-oriented gaze. Learning, the passing of competencies in
language, etiquette, criticism, and all other culturally specific skills through the chan-
nels of family, profession, or other relationships, is another form of human exchange
nearly invisible to the market. Finally, formal authorization—the conferral of degrees,
licenses, and other credentials that objectify capacities of title or office—is the insti-
tutionalized form of exchange, primarily identified with educational systems, and
although often involving market capital, these are also intractable to full marketiza-
tion (despite the continued best efforts of neoliberal policies). This economy of prac-
tices is comprehensive in this sense. As Bourdieu (1986) stated,
The structure of the distribution of the different types and subtypes of capital at a given
moment in time represents the immanent structure of the social world, i.e., the set of con-
straints, inscribed in the very reality of that world, which govern its functioning in a durable
way, determining the chances of success for practices. . . . It is in fact impossible to account
for the structure and functioning of the social world unless one reintroduces capital in all
its forms and not solely in the one form recognized by economic theory. (p. 242)
For convenience, it is thus possible, at the risk of oversimplification, to identify each of
the forms of capital with one or more things that are familiar to those in industrialized
contexts. Thus, market capital includes commodities and currency, social capital includes
connections, and cultural capital includes competencies, credentials, and artifacts.
For synthetic worlds, this model directs us to the shared practices, including
meaning-making and different forms of exchange, that over time in synthetic worlds
generate forms of capital, perhaps in these familiar forms but also possibly in new
ones, and how they are parlayed across all domains of human action. It is vital
to note at the outset however that although this model is meant to provide a com-
prehensive account of the economy of practices—that is, of the forms of human
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exchange—it is not a comprehensive account of human behavior generally. If it were
taken as such, it would seem to reduce all human exchange as simply a means to an
end. It is unavoidable that this model presents the actions of people within the econ-
omy of practices as oriented toward if not the maximization of market capital, at
least the cultivation of their position on all fronts in the course of pursuing particu-
lar interests (whatever those may be). This necessarily draws attention away from
human experience for its own sake, wherever it occurs, and from other dimensions
of experience, such as suffering. This framework is therefore a powerful tool that can
be used to illuminate certain processes not otherwise apprehensible, but it should not
be taken as exclusive of other aspects of human experience.4
Market Capital
The most familiar form of capital, market capital tends to be both durable and
transferable, existing in the form of goods and services (commodities) or currency. But
the power of market capital lies in its liquidity, achieved most fully in the form of
currency. Market capital, unlike other forms, enables exchanges that are immediate
and isolated, demanding no corresponding moral exchange (reciprocity) or cultural
exchange (learning and authorization), although these other dimensions are often
present. In its ideal form then, market capital is a resource that can be drawn on in
isolation from one’s connections (one’s social capital) or one’s credentials and com-
petencies, beyond the minimum cultural competencies required by the market itself.
Commodities. Synthetic worlds have surprised many with the degree to which
they generate tradable goods that can now be found easily through online markets
(eBay, IGE, as noted earlier). Although the lack of tangibility to these goods makes
some of those unfamiliar with synthetic worlds initially hesitant to accord them equal
status with offline goods, it should take only a moment’s consideration to render such
reactions untenable as a basis for analytical distinctions. The purchase of goods that
we durably own but that are intangible applies equally well to such items as software,
telecom accounts, ring tones, and other elements of digital life that people rely on
around the world. Lastowka and Hunter (2003), writing from a legal point of view,
demonstrated that both normatively and descriptively these goods must be considered
property, and this signals a larger trend where the status of information as a commod-
ity is becoming undeniable. The extent to which this commodification process relies
increasingly on a technological infrastructure that operates according to implicit and
increasingly autonomous algorithmic processes is an important site for further inquiry.
Synthetic worlds, by their nature both architected and open-ended enough for the
emergence of robust social phenomena, are a perfect starting place for this research.
Initial skepticism may also be colored by a suspicion that these virtual commodi-
ties are, like the worlds themselves, somehow not serious or worthwhile. Whether
these goods are frivolous however is a normative question, and in any case it is one that
presupposes the very kind of distinction—that these are worlds without consequences,
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as opposed to the “real world” with its consequences—that the reality of synthetic
world economies should help us overcome.
In any case, commodities are the most obvious case of the exchange of value
across worlds as they are widely available for purchase through simple credit card
transactions. Buyers thus convert their market capital (in the form of currency, or
credit) into market capital in the form of commodities, virtual goods, but they do it
not simply within the world’s economy but across the world’s economy and the
national economy of their currency. (This is analogous to the purchase over the Internet
of goods from another country.) 
But the most important feature of synthetic world commodities is the way the costs
of producing or distributing them are transformed, and this is an important avenue for
future research. Many synthetic worlds, particularly those that follow the MMORPG
model, have imposed scarcity, such that acquiring, making, or developing things of
value demands significant amounts of time and also such that most objects of value
cannot easily be duplicated. As a result, the values for these commodities can bear a
strong relationship to the amount of time required to make them. Of course, these efforts
to control scarcity on the part of the worlds’ makers are not immutable—players with
the right access (perhaps by drawing on social capital) or abilities (cultural capital)
can hack or exploit under certain circumstances; this is just one more way that these
domains exhibit their complexity—they cannot be perfectly governed.
Also at play here is the use value of the item, that is, what it allows you to do,
whether as a marker of status, an element of in-game combat, or otherwise. This
value, the product of the item’s supply and demand, nonetheless can be exploited by
those who acquire or make them for sale by the application of cultural capital in the
form of competence or credentials necessary or advantageous (in terms of minimiz-
ing time) to acquire the item or by the application of social capital (connections) to
locate the item and so forth. That difference—that is, how much easier it is for some-
one to acquire or make an item more efficiently than a prospective buyer—is what
the seller depends on to make a profit.
So in the generation of these commodities we already see multiple kinds of
resources in play as players in MMORPGs leverage them to generate commodities
that can be exchanged for currency. It is also worth noting that the distribution costs
are in any case transformed as the virtual nature of the commodities makes their
transfer relatively easy, although this importantly depends as well on the architecture
of the synthetic world itself: Can items for example be sent via asynchronous com-
munication (e.g., e-mail) from one account to another? Must this be done within the
world? Even more interesting is to consider the limits of these objects’ use value.
Can we imagine that some of them could be “used” outside of their original domains?
What are the consequences of someone posting screenshots or other “proof” of owner-
ship of an item to personal blogs and photo-sharing sites? To what extent are items
constrained by the “story” of the world from which they originate?
Second Life and others like it (ActiveWorlds, There) are different on this point,
with important consequences for the configuration of these forms of capital. In these
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worlds the (re)production and distribution costs of creating items are both drastically
reduced. Second Life in particular is built on the premise that users make their own
content and that they furthermore own the intellectual property rights to whatever
they make. Objects made in Second Life can be set by their original maker to allow
(or disallow) further transfers, copying, or modification (Ondrejka, 2004). Thus,
in Second Life not only is it extraordinarily inexpensive to distribute items, but
also their duplication costs are near zero as well. As a result, the investment of time
and effort involved designing and (initially) making in-world commodities has a
disproportionate weight for these synthetic world commodities. 
Research questions for this kind of synthetic world economy are multiple. With so
little “overhead” for commodities, how is their market value established? Do these
commodities get their value at least in part because of their analogous relationship to
offline commodities; that is to say, is the value of a Second Life house somehow
related to how we value offline houses? It is here that we must confront how the value
of commodities can rely as much on a set of cultural meanings in addition to the fac-
tors heretofore described. A common example is that of the baseball card; its value
accumulates relative to the cultural importance placed on such objects, which elevates
some materially nearly worthless items to an exalted status, as “memorabilia” or the
like. As outlined in the following, this is a particular form of cultural capital, its objec-
tified state, but I foreshadow that discussion here because cultural capital is conven-
tionally parlayed into market capital through events such as assessments, appraisals,
and the like, which themselves depend on a combination of scarcity and meaning. We
might then ask: If the cultural capital of meaningful objects is generated in synthetic
worlds, how are these forms of nostalgic value supported or undermined by the nature
of virtual items as potentially replicable code themselves?
There is a further wrinkle to understanding commodities in synthetic worlds:
How are services to be understood? Are they a form of market capital? Services are
highly commodified, but they are not durable and transferable in the ways that most
commodities or currencies are. What is more, they appear to be a direct application
of cultural capital (expertise) rather than the accumulation of human capital that
we see in goods, virtual or otherwise. Nonetheless, services are a form of market
capital because what is purchased is the labor and expertise of one or more others as
delimited by time.5 Purveyors of services sell their time and hence make a direct
parlay of their embodied cultural capital, acquired in human effort over time, into
market capital that is the application of cultural capital in time. The distinguishing
feature of market capital transactions still remains, the service transaction is mini-
mally possible without any necessary elements of moral obligation (reciprocity) or
learning and authorization.
There are a number of services sold in synthetic worlds, such as notary services (see
following), design consultations, writing services, and (in World of Warcraft, WoW
hereafter) enchanting and lock picking. Here, as in offline experience, the conversion
of cultural capital in the form of both competencies and credentials into market capital
is accomplished by applying those competencies through time, and that application of
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competencies in the service is the exchangeable commodity, the market capital. A
number of important questions remain: How are emerging or existing means to display
competence and credentials involved in service providers’ efforts in the marketplace?
Do services, as so closely tied to competence and credentials, rely also more heavily
on social capital; that is, are social networks as opposed to advertising and other forms
particularly good paths to potential customers? In all of these dimensions, how does
the architecture of synthetic worlds specifically shape these practices?
Currency. Currency is market capital in its most liquid form: highly transformable,
frequently anonymous, and productive of immediate exchanges that most clearly
suggest no moral relationship (Parry & Bloch, 1989). Unlike commodities, which
have a use value, currency has value only in its exchange for other currencies, com-
modities, or when parlayed into other forms. Many theorists have noted that as a
phenomenon money is ultimately and peculiarly reliant on a shared sense of trust,
and many of the ingredients of this trust are deeply practical.6 Common practical
knowledge and use of currency provides one part of the foundation required for any
money to be “real” and to represent and store “real” value (Dominguez, 1990).
Unlike commodities then, currency has long been embedded in the mundane prac-
tices of person-to-person transactions, involving verification both of the currency
itself and of the transaction (ensuring correct amounts, change, and proper applica-
tion of things like taxes and fees). In the absence of many of these features of cash
transactions in synthetic worlds, how is collective trust in currency established?
Actually, this transition in the foundations of trust in currency from the mundane
to the virtual is already under way for conventional currencies. The establishment of
the euro is a particularly apt case that illuminates the position of virtual currencies.
The euro was a fascinating and perhaps unprecendented instance where the intro-
duction of a virtual currency not only preceded its physical rollout, it was deemed
a necessary test of the currency’s viability (Malaby, 2003). This reversal reflected
an important landmark in what is in fact a long transformation in the concept of
trustable currency, away from specie and toward an abstract representation of value.
For much of the past two centuries, this transformation has hinged on the effective-
ness of verifying the physical currency itself and in fact on training citizens to be
competent (that is, to have the cultural capital, see following) to verify their currency
in the course of face-to-face exchange. With the euro’s rollout, the first test of veri-
fication of the currency rested not on mundane, unmediated verification by everyday
users but instead on the establishment of its value online, in currency markets, where
it was available 2 years before it ever saw the streets.
What does this mean for synthetic worlds? It demonstrates that the generation of
value for currencies is already resting increasingly not on the physical verification of
notes and coins but on the collective trust in networked financial institutions, includ-
ing currency markets, banks, and transaction verification services (like VeriSign and
PayPal), and this is built in turn on the increasing familiarity on the part of a small,
wealthy segment of the global population with the practices of virtual trade. In short,
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it demonstrates in a different way why we should not be surprised to see virtual world
currencies act like more familiar currencies; after all, the euro itself was virtually real
first, and this signals that the very foundations of the peculiar phenomenon of money
are shifting further toward the institutional and away from the phenomenological. 
For synthetic worlds, this raises the following question: What kinds of institutions
underwrite virtual currency? Is it the company that makes the world itself, existing banks
and other financial institutions, new third-party vendors, currency markets, or some
combination? How is the relationship of trust necessary for the legitimacy of a currency
established among these institutions and between them and the users, and therefore how
might we recognize practices of reciprocity in this process? Just as important, how does
the architecture of the Internet itself and of particular domains shape users’practices and
expectations so as to generate new paths toward legitimacy for lending institutions?
One answer may be found in the establishment of Stagecoach Island, by Wells
Fargo bank, on a private island within Second Life in late 2005 wherein residents
could participate in a private economy. According to news.com:7
Visitors there can skydive, fly hovercrafts, dance and shop. But woven into the experi-
ence, to which Wells Fargo has been inviting groups of people in San Diego and Austin,
Texas, is a series of financial messages intended to help them learn something about
money management. 
Stagecoach Island takes place on several private islands inside Linden Lab’s virtual
world, “Second Life.” But while “Second Life” is open to the public, the Wells Fargo
islands are accessible only by those who have received invitations from the bank and,
thus, is branded entirely as a Wells Fargo environment. Regular “Second Life”
members cannot access Stagecoach Island. . . . Stagecoach Island players are given $30
in imaginary money with which to buy clothes, pay for rides and the like. The idea,
though, is to teach the players to save money—they earn 10 percent per day on
“deposits”—and to learn new things about money management through a series of
quizzes that, when completed, reward players with $5 of new funds. 
By making access to the island and an allowance in its virtual currency available for
free, or rather in exchange for contact information, to select young adults, Wells
Fargo aspired to leverage its cultural capital as a credentialed financial institution
with its social capital in its connections to select groups to generate both market capital
in the form of new accounts and the cultural capital of the credential of widely acknowl-
edged competence in online finance.
Social Capital
Social capital is a resource that depends on the special qualities of reciprocity, as
first outlined by Marcel Mauss (1923-1924/1967). Unlike immediate and equivalent
exchanges, such as those of the market, reciprocal exchanges (in the form of objects,
favors, expressions of concern, etc.) imply a moral relationship, where the account
is “never settled” between individuals or groups. Central to this phenomenon is time,
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but in contrast to the commodification via delimited time in the service industry, here
time is specifically not delimited: Any given exchange continues a relationship into
the future, leaving open the possibility of the nature and quality of the next transaction.
Over time, social capital is the resource constituted by these relationships, one that
can be drawn on for advice, support, or other resources. As such, social capital must
be cultivated, maintained in a way that market capital does not require. 
There is a danger however in the application of social capital in research, and it
bears mentioning here. It is always possible to mistake the network itself for the
resource, for social capital. In fact, social capital is not the abstract link of familiar-
ity between two people (then generalized out to include a group), it is always and
only the state of their moral relationship of mutual obligation. A network then is only
a residual effect of a set of ties, any one of which may be in a different state partic-
ular to the relationship on the ground.
Connections. In synthetic worlds, social capital is a resource that has garnered
increasing attention, primarily with respect to the generation of new social relation-
ships within synthetic worlds and also with respect to how social ties can bridge
within and between synthetic worlds and other domains of social action. It is per-
haps not surprising then that we are drawn first to identify the familiar social groups
within worlds (i.e., guilds) or the ones outside of them (i.e., kin networks or peer net-
works), all of which recreate or draw on conventional forms of social organization.
But we thereby pay less attention to the practices of reciprocity that create and
sustain these networks. This is unfortunate because a research focus on the practices
of reciprocity in synthetic worlds would allow us to see where new forms of social
networks get created, even if they are never realized into conventional social forms.
I am thinking in particular here of guild structure in conventional MMORPGs, where
a form of social organization is architected into the code of the world itself, and how
focusing on this as the social formation par excellence in WoW might blind us to
other kinds of social networks (e.g., those associated with WoW’s auction houses). 
This should also prompt us to inquire about the architecture of synthetic worlds
to see what kinds of tools and constraints on social interaction are available for users
in their generation of practices of reciprocity. Notecards in Second Life for example
have come to be a particularly flexible tool for a range of reciprocal actions, as for a
time was its rating system, with which new acquaintances were expected to recipro-
cally rate each other positively.
The leveraging of social capital into other forms of capital is in any event particu-
larly easy to recognize, whether in how guild members in MMORPGs share material
(items, currency) or cultural (training, advice) resources or in the formation of inter-
est groups within Second Life that enable networking for commercial opportunities.
But the parlay of social capital into other forms is also possible across domains, with
a prominent example being the novelist Cory Doctorow’s launch of his newest novel
in virtual form within Second Life. Doctorow, with the credentials (a published
author) and competence (the ability to write this novel and others and to present about
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his work publicly), made use of his connections with the Second Life community
(and one if its primary journalists, Wagner James Au, in particular) to create an event
where virtual copies of his book (designed by residents in a competition) were available
and at which he was available to talk about the work and to sign the books (virtually).8
The Second Life copies of the book were free, so a direct parlay of social and cultural
capital into market capital for Doctorow was not the effect, but this does not mean
that the event had no consequences in terms of market capital for Doctorow, who
argues that such distribution in fact increases his material gain from writing. In any
case, the parlay was one that is all the more interesting because market capital was
not at its forefront. As in many such events, on- and offline, the conversion of social
capital into cultural capital (in the form of status) is the central parlay.9
Cultural Capital
Cultural capital is the realization of what a given cultural group finds to be mean-
ingful or important in bodies, objects, and offices. It includes those competencies
and credentials that individuals or groups acquire over time within a particular his-
torical context and also the objects that become valuable through their association
with such meaning. It has three forms: embodied, objectified, and institutionalized
(Bourdieu, 1986). Cultural capital is distinctive for its specificity to a context of
meaning and practice, such as existing ones associated with nation, class, region, or
sources of social separation, and thus its acquisition is not amenable to immediate
and isolated transactions. Instead, cultural capital is acquired through the culturally
embedded practices of learning, in the informal sense, and authorization, in the offi-
cial sense. Such exchange generates a feeling of belonging, of identification with a
cultural group. The exception is cultural capital in the objectified form, here termed
artifacts, where the purchase of such goods does not entail the cultural competence
necessary to consume, that is, “appreciate” them.
Competencies (embodied). The competencies embodied in individuals as a
result of their learning form a basic resource for action. It is the application of this
cultural capital in action that enables an individual to engage the world and to inter-
act with others in it at all, beginning with the basic application of language and ges-
ture but encompassing all other means by which individuals come to be able to act
meaningfully. A very small set of examples includes making small talk, literacy,
hitting a major league curveball, navigating social service bureaucracies, tracking
and hunting a deer, tracking and clicking on a target in a networked computer game,
typing witty comments quickly in a synchronous chat-based environment, and
demonstrating unflappability in the face of unexpected gambling losses. 
These competencies are acquired through learning, often in childhood, a practice
that involves long-term tutelage under the guidance of either competent others,
such as parents, teachers, mentors, or peers, or the objectified cultural knowledge
found in objects such as books, tools, built environments, and technology.10 Cultural
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competencies are powerful markers of background and are more specifically associated
with cultural distinctions such as class, gender, ethnicity, profession, religion, age
group, and many more. Jerome Karabel (2005) recently documented how over the
course of the 20th century, Harvard, Princeton, and Yale developed admissions poli-
cies that gathered information to evaluate applicants in terms of a broader array of
cultural capital than simply scholastic ability. This allowed them, for example, to
slow the rise of successful Jewish entrants over the first half of the 20th century. By
expanding their forms of information gathering and evaluation into such things
as athletic team membership they sought to measure “character,” a form of cultural
capital that could be relied on as a predictor of future wealth because it excluded
those not already enculturated to the relatively ethnically homogenous upper class.
In synthetic worlds, we see a scene much more in flux as the cultural competen-
cies within it are very much in the process of becoming, and this perhaps means that
the economy of practices does not currently, as in Karabel’s (2005) cases, simply
reproduce entrenched socioeconomic differences. Where in synthetic worlds then are
existing competencies finding new purchase, and where are new competencies gen-
erated? Edward Castronova (2005) sought to account for this capital in synthetic
worlds in his recent work by separating these competencies into human capital, which
pertains to the in-the-flesh user, and avatar capital, those competencies held by the
avatar in a synthetic world. The sticking point here is that the competencies
Castronova described are in all cases only held, ultimately, by the in-the-flesh actor
(or group of such actors), whether in a synthetic world or not. The competencies are
inescapably embodied. The fact that some of these competencies may require a tool
or technologically mediated environment (with the avatar and everything else this
implies) does not change this fact, and thus to separate the physical from the avatar is
to reintroduce a gap between online and offline that does not in fact exist. More famil-
iar competencies—piloting an airplane, rowing a canoe, handling customer service
telephone calls, pedaling a bicycle, or even writing itself—also require the proper cir-
cumstance to be employed at all, including the requisite technologies and forms of
mediation. That said, what Castronova hit on is the extent to which an avatar may not
only represent a user in a world (to others and to the user himself or herself), it can
also become an object of cultural capital, an object that uniquely bears a history, with
specific experiences, objects, and credentials. Thus, there are forms of value that
accumulate within the avatar itself, as an artifact, that cannot be transferred out of it.11
There is more to be explored here, and a full rehearsal of theories of the avatar is
beyond this article’s scope in any case. I will only note that the avatar bears for anthro-
pologists a striking similarity to roles prominent in ritual, such as the Tsimshian pot-
latch of the Pacific Northwest. The most recent work on the Tsimshian (Roth, 2002)
emphasizes the potlatch not as an occasion for the spectacular destruction of excess
wealth but rather as an event about the inheritance of “names,” the ritual offices held by
lineages (“houses”) that contain an extensive set of obligations. They are passed down
only under the proper conditions, involving extensive material outlay, and this effort is
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itself risk filled, subject to all the contingencies of any large-scale and involved social
drama. Of course, the same kind of parlay between different forms of capital is happen-
ing here as well, but the key point for a consideration of the avatar is that these names
have the same dual characteristics, at times potentially objectified, when listed as part
of the lineage’s property, and at other times directly and inextricably associated with the
unique circumstance and capacities of the persons holding them at any given time.
As Roth (2002) wrote, “The dual nature of names as objects of wealth and as per-
sonages . . . corresponds to the dual nature of a structure of names as both a store of
wealth and a social structure of individuals” (pp. 132-133). Whereas avatars are cur-
rently far more strongly associated with individuals and therefore do not (yet) index
a social structure within synthetic worlds in anything but an embryonic way (through
their association with guilds, most obviously), the dual principle Roth noted applies
nonetheless: Avatars have characteristics of objects or property and characteristics of
personas. We may yet see the day when certain avatars (e.g., guild leaders) are trans-
ferred with great ceremony to other users as a matter of course within synthetic
worlds as their original owners pass them along due to death or other life changes.
If we think of competencies developed within and across synthetic worlds then as
essentially not different from those individually and collectively developed in other
domains, we begin to see more easily how the application of such competencies can
itself transcend one domain for the other, and this is most obviously seen in the case
of the military’s use of networked synthetic world technology, where the embodied
abilities of interface manipulation, team communication, and corporeal coordination
are effectively cultivated within gaming environments. All of this means that there is
currently an important opportunity for researchers to explore how competencies
from synthetic worlds are beginning to be applied beyond them, but it also suggests
that institutionalized forms of such capital may currently be arising as well.
Credentials (institutionalized). Institutionalized cultural capital appears when
capacities are formalized into offices and licenses, when an institution with a
purview over a certain arena gives its imprimatur to an individual or group as autho-
rized to carry out certain kinds of activities. Thus, it is capacity removed from the
body of an individual and reified as a credential, and a credentialed individual may
or may not have all of the competencies thereby implied. The credential nonetheless
acts as a resource for action in any case as a credentialed actor can carry out acts for-
mally allowed by the institution, many of which may in fact be disallowed otherwise.
Marrying a couple, firing someone, and speaking or signing a contract on behalf of
an institution are all instances of the application of institutionalized cultural capital.
Bourdieu (1986), speaking specifically of institutionalized cultural capital in the
form of academic credentials, elaborated,
With the academic qualification, a certificate of cultural competence which confers on
its holder a conventional, constant, legally guaranteed value with respect to culture,
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social alchemy produces a form of cultural capital which has a relative autonomy
vis-à-vis its bearer and even vis-à-vis the cultural capital he effectively possesses at
a given moment in time. (p. 248)
So where do we find credentials in synthetic worlds? Future research may inquire
into the appearance of education in synthetic worlds, both on the part of existing
education institutions (e.g., the growing community of academics from conventional
universities making use of Second Life in their classes) and of new ones (new groups
of educators that emerge within and across synthetic worlds). 
But credentials appear in noneducational contexts as well, as the recent case of Zarf
Vantongerloo in Second Life illustrates. Zarf set up shop in Second Life as a notary
public, verifying that documents submitted to him are signed by the parties involved at
a specific time and retaining a verifiably unchanged version of the document at an off-
site (out of Second Life) server.12 How are his credentials as a notary (he is not one
beyond Second Life) established? In his interview with Zarf, James Wagner Au asked,
“So really . . . the only possible flaw in all this is whether everyone trusts you and your
code, right?”
“. . . which is true of any notary,” Zarf replies. “In real life, the state makes you take a test
and you [do] some reporting requirements—but you have to trust that the notary down
the street isn’t faking your signatures on things. So yes, you have to trust me to not
create fake notarizations.” He says his code is open source and verifiable in common
software packages like OpenSSL, so “the only part of my code you need to trust is how
I ensure that my communications are tamper proof.”
Here, Zarf points to open source verification software to establish his credentials, an
innovative way to appeal to credibility in waters that are currently uncharted by any
state institution (as Zarf notes elsewhere, his research suggested that in fact virtual
notaries might be disallowed by much existing legislation). As academics interested in
synthetic worlds have suggested (Crawford, 2005), following a legal realist approach,
there are good grounds for believing that acts such as those by Zarf may generate
legitimacy for themselves from the ground up once they are employed and relied on
by sufficient numbers of actors. Enlightened public policy might allow new formal
laws (or interpretations of existing laws) to follow a then-established cultural practice.
Artifacts (objectified). Artifacts are objects that draw a significant amount of
their value from their status as repositories of cultural capital. Invested within them
are meanings from a given context, and examples include antiques, art, baseball
cards, and books. I have noted some of the features of artifacts earlier in their con-
nection with the market economy, but here is where we can return to the example
with which I began this article: the trading card for Kermitt Quirk’s Tringo.
The card juxtaposes key components of an effort to establish Second Life as an
environment with real consequences, material and otherwise, and to do so it points to
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the various forms of value that actions in Second Life generate. I indicate just a few of
these here. First, note that the first item in the trading card’s list of Tringo’s attributes
(analogous to facts about an athlete) is “Creator,” which answers one question about
the card’s purported subject, Tringo. But every item thereafter refers not to Tringo but
instead to Kermitt Quirk, who has taken over the focus of the information. We then
learn, in quick succession, that he has been a resident since 9/4/2004 (seniority is one of
the first terms on which social difference is constructed), that his First Life occupa-
tion is systems analyst/programmer, and that his Second Life occupation is game
developer. This juxtaposition places an occupation in Second Life ontologically on a
par with one’s occupation in the conventional sense.
We learn the name of his business and when it will appear, but it is not a “Second
Life Business”—the business as an entity transcends whatever boundary we might
expect between First and Second Lives. We are given the location of one of his
stores, but the (for the uninitiated) cryptic coordinates are the only indication that
this is within Second Life. Lastly, we learn about his net worth, in L$ and US$, again
with an element, “L$,” tantalizingly undefined. We then hear of the “business mile-
stone” of Quirk selling distribution rights to Donnerwood Media for “five figures”
and hear Quirk himself comment on this, first in brief and then at length. He points
to how the speed of events surprised him even though he always intended to sell
Tringo and to how he relied on word of mouth to grow his business. 
The Tringo trading card, in teaching us about Kermitt Quirk, makes a set of claims
about how we are to understand the relationships between a product, money, creden-
tials, skills, and networks. Quirk has credentials outside of Second Life (systems
analyst/programmer) that can be applied within Second Life. He now has a credential
in Second Life, authorized by the signing of the contract with Donnerwood Media,
that could be applied beyond it. He has assets in the form of a business and in-world
net worth, the latter of which is readily describable in and, it suggests, convertible into
US$. Quirk also has a network of people who know about, enjoy, and recommend his
product such that he as yet does not need to advertise. Beyond this, he, or the game,
has a trading card! Again, the card itself aspires to add to the economy of practices
by existing in a form distributed by Linden Lab and potentially to be valued. More
fundamentally however, Second Life itself stands in this picture as an environment
where all of this can be done, as a place where one can viably leverage skill into con-
nections into credentials into a product into money and all combinations thereof.
New Business
How successfully Second Life actually stands as a site for the generation of parlays
between forms of capital within and across domains of human action as the trading
card describes is a question for further research for which the framework outlined
earlier is intended. With it, we can now begin to engage seriously the relationship
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within and between the various domains of human activity, broadly speaking. The
boundaries that only appeared to separate the real and the virtual are fading fast,
from both sides, and it is the social actors on the ground who are making use, in
every new moment, with every new challenge, of the increased scope that these new
domains afford. Without the proper tools to describe their efforts, academic under-
standing of the digital society will lag irredeemably behind. 
By thinking in terms of the forms of capital within and beyond synthetic worlds,
researchers will be able to chart how human actors move within and among differ-
ent domains of all kinds, converting different forms of capital into one another.
Crucial to this effort will be empirically grounded accounts that encompass not only
the new opportunities but also the new constraints, charting the costs, broadly speak-
ing, of interdomain parlays and how they are shaped by the architectural choices of
the makers of synthetic worlds. If researchers can begin to articulate this economy
of practices, we will be well placed to probe further not just into the implications of
synthetic worlds but into the nature of digital society.
Notes
1. Edward Castronova (2005) began to explore similar ground in his book, Synthetic Worlds,
although in different language (see e.g., pp. 110-114). I point out important differences between our argu-
ments in what follows.
2. There is a further dimension to the argument that is beyond the scope of this article, but I mention
it here. A position that massively multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPGs; as opposed to
“social” virtual worlds) are not covered by the framework I outline here is a form of untenable excep-
tionalism. Any account of MMORPGs that exclusively appeals to their status as games to explain how or
why they generate these forms of capital implicitly re-creates a hard distinction between gaming and not
gaming as distinct modes of human experience, and this itself relies on a modernist association where
games=play=lack of consequences/productivity/seriousness (see Malaby, 2004).
3. For Edward Castronova (2005) by contrast, human capital is the intangible education and experience
that enhance earning power. Because this capital is highly culture specific—its competencies are linked directly
to a particular historical-cultural situation—it falls in my treatment under the more specific heading of cultural
capital. Human capital is reserved for the more fundamental resource of human effort over time itself.
4. Note that this model may not in this form confront many of the most pressing questions about the
transformation of individual subjectivity in the context of networked technology. How is one person’s
position vis-à-vis material, social, and cultural capital transformed if that person’s identity is no longer
simply human but in fact posthuman, with identity increasingly mediated through information technology
that emphasizes the reproduction of pattern over presence (Hayles, 1999)? It may be that we must begin
to incorporate intelligent machines themselves into this framework, accounting for how their collection,
manipulation, and transfer of information also influence material, social, and cultural capital.
5. Although technology has important consequences for the manipulation of time for its users, what
matters for time in the commodification of human capital is the human time required. 
6. See Crump (1981, p. 8), Simmel (1900/1978, p. 153), Cohen (1998, p. 11-12), Leyshon and Thrift
(1997, p. 30 and passim), among others.
7. http://news.com.com/Wells+Fargo+launches+game+inside+Second+Life/2100-1043_3-5868030
.html.
8. One account of the event can be found at http://secondlife.blogs.com/nwn/2005/07/day_of_the_
doct.htm.
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9. Reciprocity as the basis for the establishment of social relations that could be drawn on to acquire
status is classically represented in the “big man” system at one time prevalent in Melanesia. See Sahlins
(1963).
10. For an exploration of this phenomenon for computer games, see Gee (2003).
11. I wish to thank James Paul Gee in particular for this insight.
12. See http://secondlife.blogs.com/nwn/2005/10/laying_down_the.html.
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